Furniture and objets d'art of the 18th century

The interlude of the Gallery
The animals in the 18th century

Jean-Baptiste Oudry, Gredinet, Petite-Fille, Charlotte, dogs of Louis XV, second quarter of
the 18th century, Fontainebleau, Château de Fontainebleau (inv. MR1498;inv.7023)

Animals have an unsuspected place in the daily life of the 18th century.
Present everywhere at the Court, pets faithfully follow their masters. Dogs,
cats and even monkeys could be found in the salons of the Château de
Versailles, sleeping on armchairs or playing with children. The Palatine
Princess, sister-in-law of Louis XIV, often recounts in her letters the
presence of these animals and her love for them. At the Court, they are given
new consideration: far from the Cartesian theory of "machine animals", they
are considered to be sentient beings.
This is why they are given comfortable and even luxurious objects and
fittings: kennels from the greatest carpenters, collars adorned with jewels
and embroidered cushions are offered to their pets by their owners.

Louis-Michel Lefèvre, Kennel, Louis XVI period, Paris, Hôtel de la Marine, former Léage
collection

The great men of the Court have a special love for these animals: the
sovereigns have their portraits taken with their favorite dogs. Louis XIV, and
later Louis XV, commission series of portraits of his preferred dogs from
great painters such as Jean-Baptiste Oudry (1686-1755). The Marquise de
Pompadour at the Hermitage in Fontainebleau, then Marie-Antoinette in
her turn in the Hameau of Versailles, surrounds herself with hens, pigeons
and other farmyard animals. Louis XV even install is favorite dogs in one of
the cabinets of his Petit appartement, renamed after them.
Animals also play an important role in the King's leisure activities: hunting is
one of the favorite sports of the Kings of France, and Louis XIV and Louis XV
go hunting almost daily. Horses and dogs, both domestic animals, were used
alongside the wild game that abounded in the royal estates.

Non attributed, Dog collar with gold buckle and diamond inlays, 18th century, Chantilly,
Musée Condé (inv. OA1442)

In the parks and gardens, animals were indeed numerous. In Versailles,
the Ménagerie, built for Louis XIV from 1663 onwards, contains several
hundred animals of various species and geographical origins. Divided into 7
courtyards, it houses exotic animals such as cassowaries, cougars and
elephants in the various spaces thus created. The Ménagerie consists of an
incredible collection of live animals, carefully cared for and placed there for
the pleasure of courtiers and foreign visitors. They are often diplomatic gifts
and thus testify of the influence of the kingdom of France. The first elephant
in the Ménagerie was thus given to Louis XIV by the King of Portugal.

Jean-François Daumont, View and perspective of the Ménagerie Salon, 1770-1775,
Versailles, Châteaux de Versailles et de Trianon

In the gardens of the Château de Versailles, the Bosquet du Labyrinthe is also
full of animals, sculpted in lead. Here, they carry a particular symbolism:
staging Aesop's Fables, they are moralizing and political. The same
allegorical use of animals can be found in the various painted decorations of
the castle. The exhibition "The King's Animals" will by the way focus on the
theme of animals at court this Autumn.

Non attributed, Barking elephant clock with Chinese, Louis XV period, Galerie Léage

This infatuation with animals found an echo in the arts: a veritable
movement of animal painting develop itself, with Oudry and AlexandreFrançois Desportes (1661-1743) as its main figures. Likewise, the exotic
animals seen in the Ménagerie are used by the craftsmen in the art objects.
Collected and cherished animals are drawn, naturalized or dissected, and
are increasingly studied by 18th century scientists. Louis XV thus requested
the naturalization of one of his elephants, which was later offered by
Napoleon I to the museum of Pavia.
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